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Abstract—The large amount of data collected in complex
physical systems allows machine learning models to solve a
variety of prediction problems. However, the directly applied
learning approaches, especially deep neural networks (DNN),
are difficult to balance between universal approximation to
minimize error and the interpretability to reveal underlying
physical law. Their performance drops even faster with sys-
tem unobservability (of measurements) issues due to limited
measurements. In this paper, we construct the novel physics
interpretable shallow-deep neural networks to integrate exact
physical interpretation and universal approximation to address
the concerns in previous methods. We show that not only
the shallow layer of the structural DNN extracts interpretable
physical features but also the designed physical-input convex
property of the DNN guarantees the true physical function
recovery. While input convexity conditions are strict, the pro-
posed model retains the representation capability to universally
approximate for the unobservable system regions. We demon-
strate its effectiveness by experiments on physical systems. In
particular, we implement the proposed model on the forward
kinematics and complex power flow reproduction tasks, with or
without observability issues. We show that, besides the physical
interpretability, our model provides consistently smaller or
similar prediction error for system identification, compared
to the state-of-art learning methods.

Keywords-Physics interpretable, system unobservability,
shallow-deep neural networks, physics input convexity

I. INTRODUCTION

The monitoring and control of complex physical systems
are essential for sustainable operation. However, the detailed
system models may be unavailable or inaccurate for tradi-
tional analysis to ensure such sustainability. Luckily, some
variables are still observable, thanks to the development
of advanced sensor and metering devices [1], [2]. Thus,
many machine learning (ML) models extract information of
interest from historical data. However, when using ML for
physical systems analysis, there are two common problems.
On one hand, tractable learning models like linear regression
lack complexity and robustness against unobservability data
issue, which is often the case in real systems [3], [4]. On
the other hand, complex models like DNNs provide higher
prediction accuracy but are poorly understood [5], [6]. Such
intractability of black-box approximation makes it hard to

maintain accurate and efficient control, calling for a balance
between data-driven and physical-reducible models.

For such a purpose, we first target the issue when the
measurements are partially available, where we aim to
maximize the physical interpretability for the observable
region. While DNNs alone can not be interpretable, we
create concatenated shallow-deep NNs, using shallow layer
to extract true physical features and nonlinear deep layers
to conduct universal approximation where exact physical
understanding is hard. Such an idea is partially motivated
by previous work that extracts shallow NNs out of DNNs
to avoid “overthinking” in image classification [7]. However,
the key limitation of jumping out of DNN to enable shallow
“thinking” is the hardness to regularize NNs with physical
functionals. Moreover, no convexity is ensured in DNN to
guarantee the heuristic design on the final output. Therefore,
it is difficult for previous work to guarantee automatically
embedding all the physical information in various systems
as targeted in this paper.

To resolve the issue, we redesign the input convex property
[8] into physics-input property for the deep NN part in our
proposed model, which is paralleled by a shallow NN that
mines underlying physical law in observable region. Such a
parallel design ensures that physical shallow NN and non-
physical DNN are separated for convex properties, leading to
a complete convex structure. We call such an architecture the
physics interpretable shallow-deep neural networks (PISD-
NN). To further improve the modeling accuracy, we notice
that there are partially observable nodes in addition to
unobservable nodes. Therefore, we define various virtual
nodes to completely track physics, leading to a reducible
learning model with the best coverage. For these virtual
nodes, we easily constrain domain knowledge to provide
a smooth transition of physical characteristics between the
observable and unobservable regions.

It is essential to note that there are various use cases to
implement the proposed model, e.g., forward kinematics of
manipulator, double pendulum dynamics, and power flow, etc.
[3], [9]–[12]. For example, photovoltaic (PV) and electric
vehicle (EV) penetrations change power distribution systems
dramatically. But, it is hard to conduct traditional power flow



analysis due to unobservability caused by limited sensors
[13], [14]. Thus, we conduct experiments to demonstrate
the ability of PISD-NN to reduce machine learning model
into true physical governing equations whenever possible,
leading to similar to better performance when compared to
the state-of-art learning methods.

The main contributions include 1) creating a new archi-
tecture on shallow-deep NN to separate parallel learning in
observable regions and unobservable regions automatically,
2) embedding physics in the shallow NN and design physics-
input convex DNN to guarantee convexity, and 3) providing
interpretability to the system operator and recreating a virtual
reality power grid for monitoring and control.

II. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

Physical System Identification: There are machine learning
methods that aim to recover or approximate physical laws,
e.g., from linear regression to neural networks [3], [11],
[15]–[17]. One method is to provide interpretation by
encoding prior knowledge, e.g., empirical regularization
through symbolic feature candidates [12], [16]. These meth-
ods typically work on fully observable systems, when the
symbolic recovery can be ensured. But, full observability is
hardly met in many physical systems due to reasons such
as limited investment [18], [19]. Therefore, other studies
use prior knowledge to guide data-driven approaches, e.g.,
DNNs, for approximation [20]–[22]. While the numerical
performance may be good at training and testing, the methods
can break down in the future, when physical systems operate
at much different operation points that never happened in the
historical records. Therefore, both methodology categories
noted above fail to maximize the information gain from
all possible information. Differently, we embed physics in
shallow NN and parallelize it with a physics-input convex
DNN to preserve both physical interpretation and universal
approximation.
Parallel Shallow-Deep Structure and Input Convexity:
The idea of using shallow NN together with DNN has
been proposed in the past. For image classification tasks,
previous work prepares multiple shallow feature extractors as
early exits to avoid the overthinking of progressively deeper
architectures [7]. However, its shallow NN is part of DNN and
does not consider the physical reducibility or “optimum”. In
our case, instead of a series concatenation, we parallelize the
structure for shallow NN on physical interpretation, whereas
DNN does universal approximation automatically whenever
physical recovery is impossible.

Moreover, though the shallow-deep architecture shows
good performance in image classifications, the design philoso-
phy does not provide the necessary guarantees for controlling
physical systems. Thus, we redesign the input convex NN
(ICNN) [8] into physics ICNN, which leads to physics
interpretable shallow-deep NN (PISD-NN) to guarantee
sustainable system operation.

III. PROBLEM STATEMENT

Learning physical system laws are typically structured as
a supervised learning task. For such learning, we assume
that observation pairs over T time slots are given in a data
set D = {(x1,y1), · · · , (xT ,yT )}. For each pair, the input
xt ∈ X and output yt ∈ Y follow some mapping rule
f : X → Y . For instance, the end effector position of a robot
arm follows forward kinematics functions of joint degrees
of freedom. The power injections yield a nonlinear mapping
from nodal voltages in a power grid. With the data description,
the goal of learning physical mapping is defined as the means
to learn a hypothesis function h : X → Y that is as close
as possible to the ground truth f . Therefore, identifying a
physical system representation forms an optimization problem

h∗ = argmin
h∈H

T∑
t=1

`(h(xt),yt), (1)

where H is a predefined class of hypothesis functions, e.g.,
parameterized neural networks. For a physical system, we
have two targets: minimizing the empirical prediction error
(1) and, more importantly, recovering analytical underlying
function as well as exact system parameters in h∗. The
second goal can ensure that the learning results are good
when the physical systems operate in different data points
other than the training/testing data sets provided.

Unfortunately, the second target requires full observability
of the system states, which is difficult to achieve in many
physical systems, e.g., power, water, traffic systems. For ex-
ample, distribution power grids are often partially observable
due to limited sensor deployment for billing purpose only.
Later, we will use power distribution grids as an example to
explain different observability scenarios. In such analysis, we
need to recover the explicit physical law of the observable
region, while inferring the correlation from the available data
in the unobservable region, e.g., approximate the nonlinear
function of both partially observable nodes and unobservable
virtual nodes. Thus, we express the ground truth into two
observable and unobservable parts below.

y = f(x) = f1(x) + f2(x), (2)

where f1(·) denotes the physical law of the observable
region given state observations x, and f2(·) denotes the
mapping function regarding the unobservable system region.
Therefore, the learned function is h∗(x) = h∗1(x) + h

∗
2(x).

In summary, we aim to capture the exact physical law,
h∗1(x) = h1(x), ∀x ∈ X , while finding the equivalent
h∗2(x) that minimizes the empirical loss.

Example: Specify Observability Scenarios in Physical
Power System: The governing physical law is the grid power
flow equations expressed by system-wide power injections
based on voltage phasors and system topology/parameter.
However, topology and grid admittance are unknown or
incorrect in many secondary power distribution grids [18],



Figure 1: Explaining different observability scenarios for
physical system identification: the physical power system
example.

[23]–[25]. Even worse, limited sensors hardly provide obser-
vations of all the nodes in the grid.

According to data availability, we define the regional
observability as follows, which is shown in Fig. 1. Fully
observable: A region is fully observable for a node, if such
a node has power [p, q] (real and reactive power injections),
voltage phasor [u,w] (complex voltages) measurements, and
all its 1-hop nodes provide power/voltage measurements
from devices like micro-phasor measurement unit (PMU). In
this case, the system invariants can be completely recovered
during learning process given enough data samples. One
example of such a region is shown in node f and its 1-
hop neighbors with red solid lines connected in Fig. 1.
Partially observable: A region is partially observable for a
node whose 1-hop nodes include some unobservable nodes
without measurements, making it hard to recover all the
system invariants in this node’s neighborhood region, e.g.,
node p with red solid or dotted lines connected in Fig. 1.
Unobservable: A region is called unobservable for a node
whose 1-hop neighbors don’t have any observable nodes. For
example, node h in Fig. 1. This is the case for some smart
meters, which are connected to the network via a transformer
without any measurements.

Given enough voltage and power data, the learned function
should be consistent with the underlying power flow equations
for both functional form and system invariants. Meanwhile,
an inexplicit approximation is needed to reach accurate
prediction in a region that is lack of observability. Therefore,
we can use (2) to describe different regions in power system
equations and use (1) to search the hypothesis class H for
minimizing the mismatch between the learned model and
the true model.

IV. METHODOLOGY AND MODEL DESCRIPTION

In this paper, we design an NN structure to identify
physical systems, where measurements/observations can
be partially available. The proposed NN structure has a
parallel structure with a shallow physical NN and a deep
approximation NN to fully utilize information, shown in Fig.
2.

A. Alternative Paths of Concatenated Shallow-Deep Neural
Networks

When identifying the physical systems, DNNs have some
major limitations. They can not interpret physical expressions
and, obviously, can not alternate between physical recovery
and complex approximation. Therefore, one core idea of
our proposed model is to provide alternative channels in
DNNs for automatic adaptation. This is intended for the
condition when the learner does not know the exact input-
output relationship and whether a full function recovery is
possible according to the observability in this region.

With the requirement of alternatives, we create two paths
in NN, the physical reproduction path and the non-physics
approximation path. We consider that the first few layers
of conventional DNNs hierarchically extract features from
inputs to be adequate for determining outputs [26]. Therefore,
in the second layer, the physical-feature neurons (empty navy
blue circles in Fig. 2) are designed for the exact recovery
of physical law. This layer is called the physics-input layer
which conducts physical feature extractions.

Afterward, the non-physical neurons, relative to the
physical-feature neurons, are deployed in the third to the last
layers for further extraction and deep approximation. In order
for h∗ to have the choice to select physical neurons only
and bypass deep layers, we design a parallel passthrough
gate to transfer the output of the physics-input layer directly
to the final output, e.g., for the governing function of a fully
observable region.

In summary, we define a shallow NN as composed of
input, physics-input, and output layers (with passthrough
gates), and a paralleled Deep NN as composed of input,
physics-input, deep layers for approximation, and the output
layer. The complete DNN structure can be seen in Fig. 2.
Example: Physics-Input Layer for Identifying Power

Flow Equations: We zoom in on such a NN structure for
identifying power systems. Specifically, the n-node power
system is governed by classic power flow equations,

pi =

n∑
k=1

(
uiukGik + wiwkGik + wiukBik − uiwkBik

)
,

qi =

n∑
k=1

(
wiukGik − uiwkGik − uiukBik − wiwkBik

)
.

(3)
For each node i, pi and qi are the real and reactive power
injections and ui, wi are the real and imaginary components



Figure 2: The proposed PISD-NN with a shallow-deep concatenation structure. The shallow NN is composed of the input,
physics-input, and the output layers (with passthrough gates), and the deep NN is composed of input, physics-input, deep
layers for function approximation, and the output layers.

of the voltage phasor. Gik + jBik is the (i, k)-th element
of the admittance matrix Y = G + jB to represent the
line impedance between two nodes i and k, where j is
the imaginary unit (if Y(i,k) = 0, the two nodes are not
connected). They are the conserved and unknown system
parameters to be recovered during learning. In this case, the
input is x = [u,w] and output is y = [p, q]. According to
(3), we define φ(x) to be the extracted physical features in
the physics-input layer, e.g., uiuk, wiuk in (3). It is worthy to
note that the exact function of (3) can only be recovered under
fully observable scenario. For scenarios with unobservability,
f2(·) contributes to approximate the mapping regarding the
unobservable system region based on available inputs.

Given full measurements, choosing quadratic activation
functions [27] in the first hidden layer can match the target
physical expression in the power system case. Thus, for the
hypothesis of the whole shallow-deep NN (h(x) = h1(x) +
h2(x)), we have h1(x) = W1φ(x) to embed physics in
shallow NN (with passthrough gates), where W1 are the
trainable weights that correspond to the parameters Gik, Bik

in physical equations. h2(x) representr the approximation
of DNNs, and the hypothesis is applicable to other physical
systems.

B. Physics-Input Convexity
As clarified in IV, we provide physics and non-physics

paths in the model. In the physics paths, we identify the fully
observable region with shallow NN and ensure reducibility
and convexity. For the non-physics paths, the challenge is
that the summation of the mappings h(x) cannot guarantee

zero impact from the DNN to physical expression of shallow
NN. Therefore, another core idea is to avoid activating non-
physical links for physics recoverable regions by optimum
guarantee. From the optimization point of view [28], the
guarantee is derived from convexity. To achieve convexity,
we refer to the input convex neural network (ICNN) that
generally integrates convex optimization with NN inferences
[8], [29]. Subsequently, we propose to build the input convex
property into our structural DNN to tackle the issue based
on the zero loss of physical recovery and the convex design
in the non-physical NN. Such physics-input convexity needs
NN model to satisfy sufficient conditions in the following
proposition 1.

Proposition 1. The DNN in the shallow-deep NN is convex
over the physics inputs if it satisfies all the weights after
the first layer of DNN are non-negative and the activation
functions are convex and non-decreasing.

Proof: In order to show the convexity over physics
inputs, we suppose the DNN has two adjacent fully connected
layers. In specific, the input of the first layer is z, which is
also the physics inputs, and the output of the second layer
is y. Subsequently, we can write out y = σ2(W2σ1(W1z +
b1) + b2), where W1,W2 and b1, b2 are the corresponding
weights and biases. W2 are non-negative weights. σ1(·) and
σ2(·) are the activation functions that satisfy the condition
of convex and non-decreasing functions.

With the above specification, the output of the first layer
σ1(W1z + b1) is convex of z, because the linear function



W1z + b1 is convex and such convexity is preserved by the
composition of a convex and non-decreasing function σ1(·).
Subsequently, since W2 is non-negative for all the elements,
the convexity remains in W2σ1(W1z + b1) + b2. Similarly,
with σ2(·) to be convex and non-decreasing, the composition
is still convex and y is convex of z. As long as the deeper
layers satisfy the conditions on weights and activations, the
convexity is preserved for DNN.

Such a design could guarantee the exact physical recovery
h∗1(x) = f1(x), ∀x ∈ X when two paths exist in
the concatenated shallow-deep NN. Specifically, the total
mapping function can be written as follows:

h(x) =Wpφ(x) + σm(Wm · · ·σ1(W1φ(x) + b1)),

= h1(x) + h2(x), (4)

where Wp are the weights of physical neurons for system
parameter recovery. σ1:m(·) and W1:m are the activations
and weights of the non-physical DNN with m depth.

Thus, h1(x) is naturally convex with respect to the
physical features φ(x) and the reconstructed topology and
line parameters in the form of Wp. With proposition 1, the
DNN h2(x) is also convex with respect to φ(x) as we set
W1:m to be non-negative and σ1:m(·) is a vector of convex
and non-decreasing functions. Though the requirement of
activations seems strict, popular activations like rectified
linear units (ReLU) [8] and exponential linear unit (ELU)
satisfy the restriction. Therefore, the overall mapping of h(x)
is convex with respect to Wp and φ(x).

Namely, the designed NN is convex to the physics part. For
the square loss function `(h(xt),yt) =

∥∥(yt − h(xt)
)∥∥2,

where T is the total number of training samples. ` is
convex with respect to the first layer’s parameters in the
region yt ≥ h(xt) where the quadratic function is convex
and non-decreasing, preserving the convexity to the convex
function composition theorem [28]. This local convexity is
also proposed in [30]–[32]. To preserve such a convexity,
during the gradient descent training, we make a weight
initialization for the initial function h0 such that yt ≥ f0(xt),
and the physics input convexity remains during the training
process. Since our model is locally convex to the physics-
input layer to guarantee optimum for recoverable physics
in an observable region, we denote our design as physics
interpretable shallow-deep NN (PISD-NN). Based on the
above discussion, the following proposition states the property
of PISD-NN.

Proposition 2. For fully-observable regions, the trained
PISD-NN can be reduced to physical law expression, i.e.,
power flow equations, by deactivating its DNN part.

Proof: Since PISD-NN is convex with respect to the
shallow layer’s parameters Wphy, PISD-NN can find the
global optimum for physical governing mapping to achieve
h∗1(x) = f1(x), ∀x ∈ X . Notice that the global optimum is

reached when the loss of physical recovery in the shallow
NN is zero. Moreover, DNN usually can not reach exactly
zero loss in training, despite its universal approximation.
Therefore, when the system region is fully observable, the
proposed PISD-NN will only use the physics part from
shallow NN to recover the governing mapping function and
bypass the approximation of the non-physics part in DNN.

Example: Physical Reducibility Extension for Identi-
fying Power Flow Equations: For the power system case,
proposition 2 and its proof show that 1) the physical feature
extracted by the shallow layer of PISD-NN can recover
exact system parameters (G&B) as well as the quadratic
functional forms, and 2) the physics-input convexity ensures
such reduction to power flow equations alongside the DNN.
In particular, a partially observable region is a transition
between fully observable and unobservable conditions. The
mapping of this region covers a tractable physical part and
a hidden part for approximation, where the general target
expression (2) is a combination of three groups

pi = Gii(u
2
i + w2

i )︸ ︷︷ ︸
Self active power

+
∑

ϕio︸ ︷︷ ︸
Observed power

+
∑

ϕih︸ ︷︷ ︸
Hidden power

,

qi = −Bii(u
2
i + w2

i )︸ ︷︷ ︸
Self reactive power

+
∑

ψio︸ ︷︷ ︸
Observed power

+
∑

ψih︸ ︷︷ ︸
Hidden power

.
(5)

The first group is locally tractable physics because self (active
or reactive) power is a physical function of self input voltages.
Subsequently, the second group of observed power

∑
ϕio

(or
∑
ψio) is also tractable when the 1-hop voltage inputs

are available. It means that they can be recovered by h1(x)
in PISD-NN. While some 1-hop inputs are unknown, the
partial mapping of

∑
ϕih (or

∑
ψih) relies on the DNN

approximation h2(x). We expect a clear separation between
the physics-tractable part and the approximation part, which
is challenging. The model aims to decrease total loss in (1),
but the exact recovery of partial physics may not be the
optimal solution for system identification. Since only using
the shallow NN can not result in zero total loss, the input
convexity may fail to locate the boundary of physics and
non-physics engagement.

Therefore, we intend to regularize the proposed model
with specific domain information. When analyzing a large-
scale power system, there is a tradition to create a virtual
node, aggregating an arbitrary part of nodes for network
reduction [33], [34]. Inspired by this approach, we propose
to use virtual nodes in PISD-NN (the grey circles in Fig. 1)
to represent the aggregation of all unknown nodes within 1-
hop distance, but we give freedom to the learning algorithms
for the representation in these virtual neighboring nodes
x′, displayed as the small empty circles in the left next to
the physical nodes in Fig. 2. The data of the virtual nodes
is generated by a shallow NN and updated to minimize



(1) during training. Since the operation of power systems
satisfies standard constraints, e.g., normal voltage lies with
specific value range [vmin, vmax]. We add such constraint
to the virtual node by penalizing values out of the range,
lvirtual = max(x′ − vmax, 0) + max(vmin − x′, 0).

Such a dummy variable transits the partially observable
region to be fully observable in that it regularizes the
learner to recover partial physics from available data. The
physical penalization limits the value range and benefits the
convergence. In experiments, we conduct an ablation study
to demonstrate the contribution of using virtual nodes.

C. Approximation Ability of Deep NN

Meeting the condition of input convexity may restrict the
representation capability of DNN because the non-negative
weights eliminate the possibilities of mapping with negative
weights. To compensate for the representation, an intuitive
way is to alternatively provide the negation of inputs of
the DNN [29]. For example, suppose the target mapping is
Wφ(x) with physics feature inputs φ(x), where W < 0.
The input convexity condition would not allow representing
the mapping. Then, if we expand the inputs with the negation

to be φ(x)′ =
[
φ(x)
−φ(x)

]
, the target mapping is achieved

by learning the weights W ′ = [0 −W ]. Subsequently, the
representation capability remains as W ′φ(x)′ = Wφ(x)
and the condition of convexity is satisfied as W ′ ≥ 0.

ReLU and ELU satisfy another restriction from ICNN on
non-decreasing and convex activations. However, cases exist
where hidden units are not activated well. A typical example
is that input data are generally non-negative and the depth
of deep NN is limited. Although ReLU/ELU is a general
nonlinear mapping for inputs in (−∞,+∞), it is an identity
mapping on the positive range, leading to the same mapping
choice as the shallow NN. Thus, the deep NN part cannot be
guaranteed to be deactivated to isolate physics interpretation.
To address the possible numerical issue, we need to avoid
the linear mapping in the DNN as well as maintaining the
convexity of the activations. Therefore, we replace ReLU
activations of one layer with g(x) = max(0,x) · x, which
quadratic on the positive side of the inputs to keep both the
convexity and the non-linear approximation ability in Deep
NN part.

In general, the proposed PISD-NN integrates both physics
interpretability and non-physics approximation capability,
substantially improving physical system identification.

V. EXPERIMENTS

The proposed PISD-NN is applicable for various physical
system identification. While physical governing functions
usually represent the internal correlation of quantities, we
present experiments on two typical examples: the forward
kinematics with cascading correlation and the power flow
with (symmetric) interactive correlation. In this section,

Figure 3: (a) Geometry of the 3-DOF kinematics system in
2D space. (b) Geometry of the 5-DOF kinematics system in
3D space.

we evaluate the performance of PISD-NN following three
questions regarding different observation scenarios: 1) Can
the shallow layer of PISD-NN reduce to the physical mapping
and interpret exactly? 2) How good is the approximation
capability of the deep NN part of PISD-NN? 3) Can the
shallow NN and deep NN interact appropriately as theoretical
analysis?

Performance Criteria: Since the system mapping recovery
is a regression problem, we use the evaluation metric of mean
square error (MSE) for the model prediction results. For the
physical system task, the interpretability is more essential
so that we further evaluate the performance by the accuracy
of recovering system parameters when possible. In this case,
the higher the accuracy, the better reducibility the learned
model has.

Baseline Methods: To evaluate the proposed PISD-NN
on mapping recovery, we compare the performance with
baselines for data-driven system identification. The baseline
methods include linear regression (LR), support vector
regression (SVR), and the multi-layer perceptron (MLP) with
ReLU activation functions [3], [15], [35]–[38]. Specifically,
the kernel type is a hyperparameter for SVR, and we find that
2nd polynomial and RBF kernels have better performance
than others in cross validation. They either only focus
on interpreting symbolic features or directly approximate
highly nonlinear mapping. In particular, we use the same
architecture as the deep and shallow NNs in PISD-NN
for baseline MLPs to conduct the ablation study. In this
paper, the depth of deep NN is selected from {3, 4, · · · , 10}
through cross validation, and the width depends on the size
of the test network, e.g., the node number of a power grid.
For all the NN training, we use Adam optimizer with a
learning rate hyperparameter set {0.001, 0.0002, 0.00005},
and momentum parameters β1 = 0.5, β2 = 0.999 to train
200 epochs for each experiment. All the experiments are
completed with a computer equipped with Inter(R) Core(TM)
i7-9700k CPU and Nvidia Gerforce RTX 2080Ti GPU.



Case Model
End Effector System Param.

Prediction Recovery
(MSE×10−3) (Truth = 100%)

LR 0.02± 0.01 99.8%
3-DOF SVR 0.001± 0.00 N/A

Manipulator MLP 0.0005± 0.00 N/A
PISD-NN 0.0005± 0.00 99.9%

LR 0.99± 0.23 84.7%
5-DOF SVR 0.27± 0.05 N/A

Manipulator MLP 0.02± 0.01 N/A
PISD-NN 0.02± 0.01 98.2%

Table I: Numerical results of learning forward kinematics
process. The evaluation is based on predicting the end effector
positions and the recovery of system parameters in the
observable part.

A. Forward Kinematics Problem

We start with a straightforward experiment to check
whether the underlying physics can be interpreted. We
consider the geometry of robotic systems that the movement
of end effectors is determined by multiple degrees of freedom
(DOF) chains. As shown in Fig. 3(a), the manipulator in
2D space moves with the rotations of three joints (DOFs).
Given the configuration of joint angles, nonlinear kinematics
equations describe the motion of the hierarchical skeleton
structure. While the system parameters, e.g., joint lengths,
are unknown, our task is to recover the governing function
for predicting end effector movement. In this case, 1000
different configurations are sampled for learning and random
Gaussian noises are added (N (0, 0.01)) in the data set.

For a more complex setup, we consider the manipulator in
3D space with 5 DOFs (Fig. 3(b)). Specifically, the new DOFs
in the added dimension are intractable in that observations
of θ1 and θ5 are unavailable. In this case, we evaluate the
prediction of end effector position as well as the recovery of
governing function regarding the observable system region.

In Table I, the numerical results of PISD-NN and the
baselines are presented. Only LR and PISD-NN can reveal
system physics as LR and the shallow NN part of PISD-NN
interpret the physical features. While unobservability exists,
LR fails to balance between the prediction accuracy and
system parameter identification. On the contrary, PISD-NN
has the capacity to identify partial underlying expressions
from available observations. Meanwhile, the deep NN part
approximates to reach comparable accuracy as MLP does.

B. Power Flow Problem

Task Description: To study a more complex system with
multiple scenarios, we test on the standard power system
feeders and a real utility distribution grid. As the operation
points may change dramatically in the future, the learning
model needs to provide robustness guarantee, which requires
both the accurate prediction and exact physical interpretation.

Different topology and system settings are used for the
test feeders IEEE 8- and 123-bus networks, and 36-, 72-bus

Figure 4: Geometry of the 123-bus test network and the 36-,
72-bus networks extracted from it.

networks are extracted from the 123-bus network [39], [40],
as shown in Fig. 4. The large-scale utility distribution grid
totally has 2721 nodes (2354 passive nodes can be reduced
to simplify the model), and it has many photovoltaics (PV)
equipped to provide distributed generation for households.
The power injection data (load data, PV data, and injection
data from smart meters) is collected from the local utility,
which is recorded every 15 minutes for one year. We prepare
the data set by conducting traditional power flow simulations
on the given feeders using MATPOWER [41], [42] and
OpenDSS [43]. Notice that the feeder information is assumed
to be unknown during learning, which is only used for the
data preparation and the system recovery validation. Different
observability scenarios are assigned to the feeder nodes
randomly. For available measurement, slight Gaussian noises
(N (0, 0.02)) and 2% outliers (5-10 times larger than regular
values) are added usually in the case of the power system.
For the implementation of learning methods, the prepared
data samples are split as 60% for training the model, 15% for
validation of hyperparameters (e.g., NN depth and learning
rate), and 25% for testing. Thus, the goal is to recover the
power flow mapping given partial voltage and power data.
Numerical Results: After training, the MSEs of testing
on different observability scenarios in different systems are
shown in Table II. For the fully observable scenario, the full
system governing function is recoverable. The ablation study
results on shallow and deep NNs demonstrate that the deep
NN part does not impact the shallow part to recover exact
physics and reach low MSE. While the fitting errors are small,
we care more about the interpretation of physical systems.
For power system case, we evaluate the recovery from two
aspects: topology identification and line parameter estimation.
Thus, we look back into the learned weights of shallow NN
part and corresponding parameters in LR. If weights are zero
or less than a threshold ε (we set ε = 1 × 10−3), there is



Observability
Model

LR with
RBF/2nd SVR Shallow NN Deep NN

PISD-NN
Scenario Quadratic Physical Expanded

Features Inputs φ(x) Inputs φ(x)′

Fully IEEE 8-bus 0.03± 0.01 0.005± 0.00 0.001± 0.00 0.006± 0.00 0.001± 0.00 0.001± 0.00

Observable IEEE 36-bus 0.16± 0.01 0.01± 0.00 0.004± 0.00 0.01± 0.01 0.002± 0.00 0.003± 0.00

(MSE IEEE 72-bus 0.17± 0.02 0.10± 0.02 0.006± 0.00 0.004± 0.00 0.005± 0.00 0.008± 0.00

×10−3/p.u.) IEEE 123-bus 0.23± 0.03 0.12± 0.01 0.008± 0.01 0.08± 0.00 0.007± 0.00 0.01± 0.00
Utility Feeder 0.45± 0.56 0.22± 0.19 0.13± 0.02 0.37± 0.05 0.09± 0.01 0.11± 0.04

Partially IEEE 8-bus 1.23± 0.17 0.34± 0.15 0.92± 0.05 0.007± 0.00 0.01± 0.01 0.008± 0.00

Observable IEEE 36-bus 1.94± 0.62 0.60± 0.06 0.99± 0.17 0.007± 0.00 0.009± 0.00 0.008± 0.00

(MSE IEEE 72-bus 2.03± 0.04 0.59± 0.23 1.44± 0.28 0.01± 0.01 0.04± 0.01 0.02± 0.01

×10−3/p.u.) IEEE 123-bus 2.11± 0.51 0.65± 0.45 1.43± 0.54 0.02± 0.01 0.04± 0.01 0.03± 0.01
Utility Feeder 7.92± 0.38 2.88± 0.27 5.79± 0.76 1.33± 0.29 1.89± 0.31 1.67± 0.56

Unobservable
IEEE 8-bus 6.89± 1.79 3.69± 0.68 5.83± 0.16 4.27± 0.04 4.98± 0.27 4.23± 0.89
IEEE 36-bus 7.13± 0.21 4.01± 0.27 6.24± 0.16 4.07± 0.67 3.89± 0.34 3.87± 0.22

(MSE IEEE 72-bus 7.99± 0.56 5.01± 0.34 7.03± 0.06 4.12± 0.17 5.01± 0.33 4.02± 0.52

×10−2/p.u.) IEEE 123-bus 8.16± 0.22 5.29± 0.74 7.79± 0.16 4.88± 0.96 5.11± 0.53 5.15± 0.13
Utility Feeder 10.79± 0.96 5.91± 0.11 10.25± 0.33 4.53± 0.61 4.62± 0.72 4.37± 0.24

Table II: Performances of mapping rule recovery on different networks. The comparison is based on different observability
scenarios.

Figure 5: The average accuracy of recovering system parameters in fully observable and partially observable regions. Both
LR and PISD-NN have the interpretation ability. The curve plots show the average recovery accuracy with respect to the
training epochs. The shaded areas are the standard deviations due to different initialization for each experiment.

no connection between the two nodes in the corresponding
physical feature of the learning model and vice versa. Based
on the identified topology, we then test if the non-zero
weight values (WG or WB) reveal the elements of admittance
matrix correctly. To fairly compare among different nodes
and networks, we show the average recover accuracy of true
line parameters (G or B) in Fig. 5, which is

average recover accuracy =
1

n

n∑
i

|W(G,B)i
|

|(G,B)i|
. (6)

The best value is 1, which means 100% recovery accuracy.
The closer to 1, the better. We repeat the experiments many

times with different random initialization, where the shaded
area is the standard deviation of the recovery accuracy.

For the fully observable condition, the data is sufficient
to recover true parameters. Since both LR and PISD-NN
provide the physical candidates, the corresponding parameters
can be learned correctly except that LR may suffer from
noisy measurements. However, when it comes to the partial
observable region, LR performance decreases dramatically
that it converges fast and can not be further improved with
more training iterations. On the contrary, the proposed PISD-
NN maintains the good performance in both the prediction
(Table II) and physics interpretation (Fig. 5. For experiments



of the partial observable region, we observe that although
PISD-NN can not reach 100% accurate parameter recovery
with limited observations, it can always reach much higher
accuracy in corresponding features. While the baselines
(SVR, DNN) treat such a scenario as inexplicit function
approximation, PISD-NN shows the capacity to maximize
physics embedding in approximation and achieve better
performance. Moreover, even though the input convexity
condition restricts the approximation capability, the proposed
expanded inputs effectively make compensation. As shown
in the last two columns of Table II, PISD-NN can reach
similar performance as the regular DNN, better than without
expanded inputs.

Case Physical System Deep NN PISD-NN
(MSE×10−3) (MSE×10−3)

Extrapolation 8-bus 0.33± 0.07 0.01± 0.01
( 3×.Loads) 123-bus 0.59± 0.06 0.18± 0.03
Extrapolation 8-bus 0.28± 0.03 0.02± 0.01

( 3×.PVs) 123-bus 0.63± 0.12 0.13± 0.05

Table III: Extrapolation performance for power system
identification. The trained NNs are tested for out-of-range
mapping, which includes increasing load and PV generation
levels in power system.

To further show the benefits of physics embedding, we do
an extrapolation test on the trained deep NN and PISD-NN.
The extrapolation capability is quite necessary as the load/PV
penetration levels can be quite different from time to time,
e.g., three times that of the training data range. Different
from acceptable MSEs for both DNN and PISD-NN in Table
II, Table III shows significant drops in DNN performances
when testing on out-of-range mapping. This is as expected
because DNN lacks the interpretation of underlying physical
function. In contrast, shallow NN in PISD-NN identifies
the true physical expression so that it withstands the out-of-
range testing and consistently reaches low prediction errors.
Therefore, the physics embedding of PISD-NN benefits the
extrapolation capability. Even though the application scenario
is far from historical records, PISD-NN still provides the
performance guarantee.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we propose a novel NN structure for
identifying physical system mapping with unobservability
issues. Not only the parallel shallow and deep NNs embeds
physics into the inexplicit approximation, but also the build-
in of physics-input convex property bridges the gap between
the state-of-art data-driven method and physical reducible
model. Experimental results on physical systems show the
consistently comparable performance of the proposed PISD-
NN. Without loss of generality, it has the potential to be
applied to other existing network architectures for other
physical system tasks.
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